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1 The Food Court

Executive Summary
Lawsuits targeting food and beverage labeling have reached record 
levels. The unrelenting surge of class actions results from 
imaginative, shakedown lawsuits generated by a relatively small 
group of attorneys.

Four years ago, the U.S. Chamber Institute 
for Legal Reform (ILR) documented a 
dramatic rise in food and beverage 
marketing litigation.1 Since that time, the 
number of food class actions has continued 
to rise, and the COVID-19 pandemic did 
nothing to slow them down. This paper 
explores the latest trends, including the 
most popular jurisdictions for filing these 
lawsuits, the types of claims filed, and how 
courts and state legislatures are 
responding. It finds:

•   The number of consumer class actions 
targeting food and beverage marketing 
has increased in each of the last four 
years and is likely to set another record 
in 2021.

•   New York seized the title from 
California as the nation’s most popular 
“food court,” largely as a result of an 
extraordinary number of lawsuits filed by 
a single attorney. Three quarters of the 
nation’s consumer class actions targeting 
food and beverage marketing are filed in 
these two states alone. 

•   Claims targeting product flavoring or 
ingredients are driving the most recent 
litigation surge. These lawsuits are part 
of a larger trend of plaintiffs’ lawyers 
capitalizing on highly technical FDA 
labeling requirements. Overall, courts 
have not been receptive to these 
lawsuits, though some cases have 
resulted in settlements.

•   Lawsuits alleging that products are 
not pure, natural, or generally safe as 
advertised because tests allegedly 
detected traces of chemicals or 
potentially harmful substances are on the 
rise, targeting products from baby food 
to oatmeal. These lawsuits do not claim 
anyone was actually harmed and may 
involve background levels of substances 
that regulators view as safe and that 
enter the product during the ordinary 
growing or manufacturing process. 
Courts have dismissed several of these 
lawsuits, but many are pending.

•   Businesses that communicate to 
consumers their commitment to sourcing 
or making products in an environmentally 
responsible manner expose themselves 
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to “greenwashing” lawsuits. These 
lawsuits allege that a company’s 
marketing of food or beverages as 
meeting eco-friendly standards or 
using responsibly-sourced materials are 
exaggerated, incomplete, or false.

•   Advocacy groups are increasingly 
taking advantage of a unique provision 
in the District of Columbia’s consumer 
protection law that gives nonprofit and 
public interest organizations standing to 
sue. These groups often bring lawsuits 
to pursue their own policy agenda, 
rather than to remedy any actual 
deception or loss.

•   Once popular “slack fill” litigation has 
nearly ended. Courts did not buy claims 
that consumers believe—based purely on 
the size of a product’s packaging—that 
the item would contain more than the 
amount accurately stated on the label.

•   While it is relatively rare for food class 
actions to reach the appellate level 
given that most cases settle, a series 
of recent appellate court rulings may 
curb excessive and unwarranted 
litigation. These decisions recognize 
that food labeling must be read in 
context, that lawsuits must allege real, 
not speculative, losses, and that class 
action attorneys should not be the 
primary beneficiaries of the lawsuits 

they settle. Other appellate decisions, 
however, further incentivize litigation by 
not expecting reasonable consumers 
who are particularly concerned about a 
product’s content to simply read  
the ingredients.

•   State legislatures are responding to 
excessive litigation. Missouri made clear 
that courts can dismiss cases at an early 
stage when a reasonable consumer 
would not be misled by the marketing at 
issue. Arkansas eliminated certain types 
of consumer class actions. And California 
offered businesses options for packaging 
products that provide a safe harbor from 
slack fill claims. Meanwhile, the New 
York legislature continues to consider 
proposals that would dramatically expand 
liability, despite litigation abuse.

•   The paper concludes that food labeling 
litigation is likely to continue to climb so 
long as businesses find that it makes 
more economic sense to settle these 
lawsuits than fight them in court or until 
plaintiffs’ lawyers face consequences 
for bringing frivolous claims. The paper 
suggests that this lawsuit abuse should 
be addressed through courts dismissing 
ridiculous lawsuits before the expenses 
and risks of litigation mount and state 
legislatures adopting reforms.
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The Top “Food Courts”:  
New York Overtakes California
For many years, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
California was considered “the food court.” Since 2019, New 
York’s Eastern and Southern Districts have held this title.

Since ILR last examined this topic in 2017, 
the number of consumer class actions 
targeting food and beverage marketing has 
set a new record every year, increasing 52 
percent over this four-year period.2 

At that time, California hosted 36 percent of 
active food class action cases. New York 
followed with 22 percent.3 Since then, 
consumer class action litigation in the 
Empire State has tripled, according to a 
recent study by the New York Civil Justice 
Institute.4 Food and beverage lawsuits are 
behind this surge, making up about 60 
percent of these claims. In other words, in 
New York, there are more class actions 
alleging deceptive business practices 
targeting food and beverage labeling than 
all other products and services combined.

Plaintiffs’ lawyers file most of these lawsuits 
in New York’s federal courts, particularly the 
Eastern District (Brooklyn and Long Island) 
and Southern District (Manhattan).

By 2019, the number of food class actions 
filed in New York surpassed California. 
Plaintiffs’ lawyers filed half of the nation’s 
food litigation in the Empire State in 2020, 
according to an annual analysis by law firm 
Perkins Coie.5 At the current pace, the 
number of food class action lawsuits filed in 
New York alone in 2021 is likely to 
approach or exceed the total filed across 
the entire country just a few years ago.6

Make no mistake, California continues to 
host a substantial amount of all food 
marketing litigation—about 25 percent. 
Plaintiffs’ lawyers filed three quarters of the 
nation’s food litigation in these two states 
alone in 2020. Other hot spots, such as 
Illinois, Missouri, and the District of 
Columbia,7 tend to host copycat litigation 
mimicking complaints filed in these states.

Why did New York overtake California? 
Every “food court” jurisdiction has a 
handful of local attorneys behind most of 
the food class action lawsuits. New York 
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has Spencer Sheehan, who appears to 
have entered the fray with a December 
2017 lawsuit asserting that Mrs. Smith’s 
misled consumers by representing that the 
crust in its frozen pies are “made with real 
butter” when the ingredients list indicated 
that it used a butter blend including 
shortening.8 Mr. Sheehan filed half of New 
York’s consumer class actions in 2019 and 
nearly two thirds of these lawsuits in 
2020, according to federal court filing 
data.9 He is notorious for lawsuits 
targeting vanilla-flavored products, filing 

over 100 class actions on this issue 
alone.10 But Mr. Sheehan has also 
branched out into lawsuits challenging 
whether carrot cake donuts mislead 
consumers if they do not contain actual 
carrots11 or “Yumions” chips deceive 
snackers because they lack the health 
benefits of fresh onions.12 While his 
litigation is centered in New York, Mr. 
Sheehan is increasingly filing class actions 
in Illinois in 2021,13 and he has also 
brought claims in California, Wisconsin, 
and other states.

* Based on Courthouse News and Law360 database searches of New York class actions categorized as 
“370-other fraud” and limited to food and beverage cases. The 2021 projection is based on 77 food marketing 
class actions filed in New York as of June 30, 2021. These figures do not include similar lawsuits targeting 
vitamins and supplements, pet food, or cosmetics.

New York Consumer Class Actions 
Targeting Food & Beverage Products

26
41

25
42

83

106

154

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
(projected)*
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Emerging Litigation Trends
The history of food class action litigation is replete with certain 
types of claims suddenly becoming hot, while others just as 
abruptly fizzle out. These surges of litigation are not sparked by 
food and beverage manufacturers, supermarkets, or restaurants 
adopting new, questionable marketing practices. Rather, the 
lawsuits take on a life of their own when one or a handful of 
attorneys develop a template that they can use to target many 
companies and products.

Once they have developed a template for 
complaints, plaintiffs’ lawyers need only 
take the time to cut-and-paste the next 
business or product that fits. The attorneys 
who bring these suits understand that there 
is a significant chance that at least some of 
the companies named as defendants will 
settle simply to avoid the cost and 
intrusiveness of litigation and potential 
harm to their brands.

Since ILR’s 2017 Food Court paper, new 
trends include a surge of claims targeting 
flavoring and ingredients, an uptick in 
lawsuits premised on traces of chemicals in 
food, more frequent use of a private 
attorney general provision under D.C. law 
to target food makers that market 
themselves or their products as socially or 
environmentally responsible, and the near 
disappearance of slack fill litigation.

“ New trends include a surge of claims targeting flavoring 
and ingredients, an uptick in lawsuits premised on traces of 
chemicals in food, the use of a private attorney general provision 
under D.C. law to target food makers that market themselves or 
their products as socially or environmentally responsible, and 
the near disappearance of slack fill litigation.”
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A Surge of Claims Target Flavoring 
and Ingredients
Since 2019, litigation targeting the source 
of flavoring in products and the type or 
amount of advertised ingredients has 
exploded. Plaintiffs’ lawyers have filed 
over 100 lawsuits in New York’s federal 
courts alone asserting that consumers are 
misled to believe that vanilla-flavored 
products—from ice cream to almond 
milk—contain pure vanilla or vanilla beans. 
Attorneys in other magnet jurisdictions 
have filed similar lawsuits. 

These lawsuits have expanded to attack 
other flavors, such as whether the flavoring 
in sparkling water comes from fruit,14 
“smoked” Gouda is actually cooked over a 
fire with wood chips,15 Limone Biscotti are 
flavored by lemons,16 or tortilla chips with a 
“Hint of Lime” have enough juice.17

Other lawsuits challenge whether 
consumers are led to believe that a certain 
ingredient is the primary ingredient when it 
is not. For example, lawsuits allege that 
Strawberry Pop Tarts mislead consumers 
because they contain fruits aside from 
strawberries18 and that graham crackers do 
not have enough graham flour19 or honey.20 
Some lawsuits challenge the quality or 
processing of ingredients, such as the  
“real cocoa” in cookies21 or in Cocoa Puffs 
and Count Chocula breakfast cereals.22 
Another recent suit challenges whether 
candy contains sufficient dairy to qualify  
as “fudge.”23

Some of these lawsuits have resulted in 
private individual settlements, and, in May 
2021, a federal court preliminarily 
approved a $2.6 million class settlement of 

a vanilla yogurt lawsuit. In that case, the 
plaintiffs’ lawyers are slated to receive up 
to $550,000 for their fees and costs, the 
named plaintiffs will share $25,000, and 
consumers are eligible to request 50 cents 
per purchase without a receipt for up to 
ten products.24

Lawsuits over a product’s flavoring or 
ingredients are part of a larger trend of 
plaintiffs’ attorneys capitalizing on highly 
technical FDA labeling requirements. There 
is no private right of action to sue under 
these regulations, but overlooking any 
requirement, such as a needed disclaimer, 
can give a plaintiffs’ lawyer an opportunity 
to assert that a product’s marketing is 
misleading under a state consumer 
protection statute. Plaintiffs’ lawyers are 
scrutinizing every label. As one defense 
lawyer recently observed, “In the last six 
months, I’ve seen more cases really 
focusing on the nitty-gritty, going through 
the regs, and going through the labels ...  
I’ve seen more [demand letters] in the last 
six months than my entire career.”25

“ The lawsuits over a 
product’s flavoring or 
ingredients are part of a 
larger trend of plaintiffs’ 
lawyers capitalizing on 
highly technical FDA 
labeling requirements.”
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When these cases have reached a decision 
on the merits, most trial courts have not 
been receptive to these claims. Courts 
have dismissed vanilla lawsuits in cases 
targeting ice cream, granola bars, almond 
milk, soy milk, protein drinks, and cereal, 
among other products.26 These courts have 
generally recognized that when a consumer 
is looking for a vanilla-flavored product and 
they get a vanilla-flavored product, there is 
no misrepresentation.27 After a series of 
defeats in New York’s federal courts, it 
appears that the lawyers who file the vanilla 
lawsuits are more frequently bringing them 
in California and elsewhere.28

Courts have shown a similar lack of 
appetite for claims that focus on other 
flavoring or ingredients. They have 
dismissed lawsuits asserting that 
reasonable consumers would be misled to 
believe that Oreos contain unprocessed 
cocoa,29 that “white” Kit Kat or Reese’s 
means the candy is white chocolate,30 or 
that mashed potatoes made with real 
butter would not also contain canola oil.31

Scaring the Public by Asserting 
Products are Contaminated  
with Harmful Chemicals
Plaintiffs’ lawyers are increasingly testing 
products, or taking advantage of tests 
performed by others or media reports, to 
file consumer lawsuits alleging that food 
products contain minimal traces of 
chemicals. These are typically substances 
that are present in the environment or the 
manufacturing process. Unlike product 
liability or other tort claims, these types of 
actions do not need to show that the 
product is adulterated or that eating the 
product has actually harmed a single 

person. Rather, these lawsuits typically 
allege that selling the product with traces of 
the chemical is contrary to the product’s 
marketing. Products labeled “natural,” 
“pure,” or “100%,” products generally 
marketed as safe or healthy, or products 
sold by businesses that pride themselves 
on following environmentally responsible 
practices are most susceptible to  
these claims.

These lawsuits scare consumers to believe 
that food or beverages are dangerous to 
consume, even if the amount of the 
substance involved is at background levels, 
at which it is present in the broader 
environment, or well within the range that 
government agencies charged with 
regulating food view as safe.

For example, over the past three years, 
plaintiffs’ lawyers have filed lawsuits 
against businesses that sell ice cream, 
oatmeal, orange juice, sandwiches, honey, 
and even dog food alleging the products 
are deceptively marketed due to the 
presence of glyphosate. Glyphosate, 
commonly known as “Roundup,” is the 
world’s most widely produced herbicide 
and has been federally approved since the 
1970s to control weeds and grasses and 
for application to a wide range of crops. 
The EPA has repeatedly found that 
glyphosate does not pose a risk to human 
or environmental health32 and it has 
explicitly approved the presence of 
glyphosate residues in a wide range of 
agricultural commodities that are in the 
food supply at levels far exceeding those 
alleged in many of the lawsuits.33 In fact, 
federal law explicitly recognizes that, as a 
result of “unavoidable residual 
environmental contamination,” trace levels 
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of pesticides may be present in food, 
including organic products.34 

Federal courts have dismissed several of 
the glyphosate cases, either because a 
reasonable consumer would not expect a 
product to have no trace of a synthetic 
molecule or by finding these claims 
preempted by federal law  
regulating glyphosate.35

A second example is a recent cascade of 
lawsuits filed early in 2021 against all major 
baby food manufacturers. About 50 class 
actions followed a report issued by a 
subcommittee of the U.S. House of 
Representatives Committee on Oversight 
and Reform that found baby food contains 
heavy metals that can cause serious and 
often irreversible damage to brain 
development.36 The companies dispute the 
subcommittee’s findings, maintaining that 
their products are safe, properly labeled, 
and there is no scientific or regulatory basis 
for the claims.

The FDA has questioned the findings. 
According to the food safety agency, heavy 
metals occur in the environment and 
cannot be completely avoided in the fruits, 
vegetables, or grains that are the basis for 
baby foods, juices, and infant cereals. 
Responding to the report, the FDA 
indicated that it routinely monitors levels of 
toxic elements in baby foods and 
recognized that manufacturers have made 
“significant progress” in reducing heavy 
metals from infant rice cereal.37 

Yet, within one day of publication of the 
Congressional subcommittee’s report, 
plaintiffs’ lawyers filed the first class action 
lawsuits in New York and New Jersey.38 

In June, the federal judiciary denied a 
request to transfer the cases to a single 
judge for multidistrict litigation (MDL). The 
Panel on Multidistrict Litigation observed 
that while the lawsuits were prompted by 
the same Congressional investigation and 
the complaints are similar, each company 
has different manufacturing, marketing, and 
quality control practices. Centralization of 
claims involving multiple companies would 
add complexity to the litigation, rather than 
promote efficiency, the panel found.39

A third example arrived in April 2021 when 
plaintiffs’ attorneys filed lawsuits alleging 
Annie’s macaroni and cheese products 
contain phthalates, which have been linked 
to conditions like asthma, breast cancer, 
and diabetes, without warning consumers 
about the chemicals. The products are 
marketed as organic and “Made with 
Goodness!” In this instance, class action 
lawyers pounced on Annie’s own efforts to 
prevent chemicals from entering its mac 
and cheese products.

About six weeks earlier, Annie’s had added 
a statement to its website indicating that it 
was concerned about recent reports of 
phthalates found in dairy ingredients of 

“ Class action lawyers 
pounced on Annie’s own 
efforts to prevent chemicals 
from entering its mac  
and cheese products.”
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macaroni and cheese.40 The company was 
likely referring to an advocacy group’s 
report, which was not specific to Annie’s 
products, that found nearly every cheese 
product it tested contained phthalates and 
that macaroni and cheese powder had a 
higher level than other cheese products.41 
In response, Annie’s pledged to work with 
its suppliers to eliminate phthalates in the 
supply chain, including in packaging 
materials and food processing equipment, 
and to work closely with trade associations 
to understand and resolve the issue. Health 
advocates applauded the step.42 As a 
reward for its efforts, plaintiffs’ lawyers 
filed class actions against the company in 
California and New York that rely on its 
statement as an admission that its products 
contain a harmful chemical.43

“Greenwashing” Lawsuits  
Are Becoming More Common
Food and beverage makers are increasingly 
trying to source and manufacture their 
products in an environmentally responsible 
manner. Doing so may advance the values 
of the company and its employees, and 
also meet the demands of customers who 
seek products that are green, fair-trade, 
organic, or any other adjective indicating a 
“better” product. Businesses that attempt 
to share with consumers the steps they are 
taking to contribute to a better world face a 
serious conundrum. On one hand, they feel 
pressure to offer this information to 
consumers. On the other hand, they face 
uncertainty about what exactly constitutes 
a product that is environmentally friendly. 
The unfortunate result is that businesses 
that aspire to do better expose themselves 
to lawsuits.

“Greenwashing” lawsuits allege that a 
company’s marketing of products as 
meeting eco-friendly standards are 
exaggerated, incomplete, or false. These 
types of claims have been on the rise 
against food and beverage manufacturers 
as well as other companies that label their 
products as “clean” or that affix 
certifications indicating that a product is 
environmentally friendly.

Some plaintiffs’ law firms use Green 
Guides published by the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) as a vehicle for bringing 
state law-based unfair or deceptive 
practices lawsuits against companies. The 
FTC initially issued its Green Guides in 1992 
in order to “help marketers avoid making 
environmental claims that mislead 
consumers.”44 The Green Guides, which 
were most recently amended in 2012, 
focus on four general principles for 
companies: (1) using appropriate 
disclosures regarding environmental claims; 
(2) indicating whether the environmental 
label pertains to the whole product or one 
component of it; (3) avoiding overstating 
the environmental benefits of the product; 
and (4) clarifying and substantiating any 
claims comparing the environmental 
attributes of the product to another product 
(such as a competitor’s product or a prior 
version of the same product).45

“ [B]usinesses that 
aspire to do better expose 
themselves to lawsuits.”
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Although the Green Guides contain helpful 
guidance on how to label a product, they do 
not substantively define a “green” or 
eco-friendly product. Indeed, the Green 
Guides caution that whether or not an 
environmental claim can be supported turns 
on the scientific evidence regarding the 
particular claim or environmental feature: 
“In the context of environmental marketing 
claims, a reasonable basis often requires 
competent and reliable scientific evidence. 
Such evidence consists of tests, analyses, 
research, or studies that have been 
conducted and evaluated in an objective 
manner by qualified persons and are 
generally accepted in the profession to 
yield accurate and reliable results.”46

The Green Guides are administrative in 
nature and thus not independently 
enforceable,47 but plaintiffs’ law firms use 
them as the basis for consumer litigation. 
Some state legislatures have incorporated 
the Green Guides by reference into their 
own state laws. For instance, California 
law specifically states that “any 
environmental marketing claim” listed as 
an example in the Green Guides can form 
the basis for an untruthful, deceptive, or 
misleading marketing lawsuit.48 
Conversely, the California law provides 
that “[i]t shall be a defense to any suit or 
complaint brought under this section that 
the person’s environmental marketing 
claims conform to the standards or are 
consistent with the examples contained in 
the [Green Guides] published by the 
Federal Trade Commission.”49

The increase in greenwashing lawsuits can 
be attributed to the willingness of certain 
courts to entertain these claims, as well as 
growing pressure on companies to 

verbalize their commitments to furthering 
environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) issues.50 

Food companies face greenwashing 
lawsuits based not only on the labeling of 
their products, but also based on 
“commitments” stated on their websites 
and social media platforms. For example, 
Florida-based restaurant chain Red Lobster 
was sued in California federal court over 
allegations that its “Seafood with 
Standards” program amounts to deceptive 
marketing practices due to its lack of 
sustainable or humane lobster and shrimp 
farming.51 The June 2021 complaint cites 
the Green Guides as support for the 
allegation that the use of unqualified 
“sustainability” statements renders it 
“highly unlikely that marketers can 
substantiate all reasonable interpretations 
of these claims.”52

Plaintiffs’ lawyers also recently hit pasture-
raised egg manufacturer Vital Farms with a 
lawsuit53 alleging consumers were misled by 

“ Food companies face 
greenwashing lawsuits 
based not only on the 
labeling of their products, 
but also based on 
‘commitments’ stated on 
their websites and social 
media platforms.”
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the company’s claims regarding the 
treatment of its chickens.54 The company 
maintains that it is transparent about how it 
raises its chicks and its efforts to provide the 
animals with a better quality of life.55 In fact, 
one early-stage Vital Farms investor 
questioned the tactics behind attacking a 
company that is trying to be environmentally 
friendly and transparent in its efforts as 
opposed to targeting companies that are not 
even making such efforts.56

Some courts have dismissed claims, finding 
reasonable consumers are not misled by a 
company’s truthful or aspirational 
statements, or that statements plaintiffs’ 
lawyers cherry-pick from a website are not 
material to a decision to purchase a 
product. For example, a federal court in 
Vermont recently dismissed a class action 
challenging whether Ben & Jerry’s lived up 
to its environmental goals. The lawsuit 
relied on a “happy cow” that appeared on 
cartons along with a webpage describing 
the company’s “Caring Dairy Standards” to 
assert that consumers would have the 
impression that milk and cream used in its 
ice cream is exclusively sourced from farms 
participating in the special program. The 
court, however, found that program 

“indisputably encourages the humane 
treatment of animals” and that the website 
“discloses to consumers that participation 
in the program is voluntary.”57 As Judge 
Christina Reiss aptly put it in dismissing the 
complaint, “Plaintiff does not plausibly 
allege that reasonable consumers would 
make their purchasing decisions exclusively 
based on a single phrase in a single 
webpage heading contained in a website 
that a consumer would need to access in 
advance of or contemporaneously with his 
or her purchasing decision.”58

The threat of litigation should not 
discourage businesses from truthfully 
communicating their environmental and 
social values, detailing the steps they have 
taken to advance those goals, and sharing 
their aspirations with consumers. When 
faced with greenwashing lawsuits, courts 
should carefully examine the context in 
which the statements are made, whether 
such statements are truthful 
representations of a company’s values, and 
whether the statement at issue would be 
material to a consumer’s decision to 
purchase the product.

“ The threat of litigation should not discourage businesses 
from truthfully communicating their environmental and social 
values, detailing the steps they have taken to advance those 
goals, and sharing their aspirations with consumers.”
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A Rise in Private Attorney General 
Litigation in D.C.
A handful of attorneys and advocacy groups 
are increasingly taking advantage of a unique 
provision of the District of Columbia’s 
Consumer Protection Procedures Act 
(CPPA) to pursue their own policy interests.

The CPPA allows individuals and 
organizations to bring lawsuits as private 
attorneys general,59 sidestepping class 
certification requirements. These 
provisions have been abused by attorneys 
to file lawsuits on behalf of serial litigants. 
For example, one District resident, Gloria 
Hackman, was named as the plaintiff in at 
least 28 CPPA lawsuits between 2015 and 
2020, half of which were slack fill claims. 
Many of these cases appear to have 
settled, though in one instance the 
Superior Court dismissed a claim, 
characterizing the complaint alleging a box 
did not have enough rice as a “‘copy and 
paste’ document that provides no actual 
information about how the Defendant 
actually harmed, deceived or misled the 
Plaintiff and the public.”60 Another 
frequent filer, Virginia resident Kevin 
Fahey, has served as a plaintiff in at least 
16 CPPA private attorney general actions 
since 2017. The court dismissed a recent 
lawsuit in which he asserted consumers 
would have paid less or not purchased 
Bigelow Tea if they knew the products’ 
ingredients are grown outside the United 
States, finding the complaint’s conclusory 
and vague allegations did not sufficiently 
allege that he, or the general public, 
experienced an injury.61

More recently, advocacy groups are 
increasingly filing CPPA claims, relying on a 
provision in the D.C. law that allows a 
public interest or nonprofit organization to 
bring lawsuits on behalf of itself, its 
members, and the general public.62 The 
statute also provides that an organization 
may purchase a product to test or evaluate 
it, simply for the purpose of bringing a 
lawsuit.63 These groups have filed more 
than 30 lawsuits targeting food marketing 
since 2019.64 By taking this approach, 
plaintiffs’ lawyers do not even need to find 
a local consumer to serve as a plaintiff in 
the lawsuit who claims to have been misled 
by a company’s marketing. They can just 
sue over and over on behalf of an advocacy 
group that deputizes itself as the food 
labeling police.

“ Plaintiffs’ lawyers do 
not even need to find a local 
consumer to serve as a 
plaintiff in the lawsuit who 
claims to have been misled 
by a company’s marketing. 
They can just sue over and 
over on behalf of an 
advocacy group that 
deputizes itself as the food 
labeling police.”
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The lawsuits by advocacy groups generally 
fall in two categories. The first targets 
meat, chicken, seafood, and dairy products 
that are marketed as being sourced from 
humanely treated animals or 
environmentally sustainable practices.65 
These greenwashing-type lawsuits assert 
the company’s practices are insufficient 
and they should be required to adopt 
higher standards. The Organic Consumers 
Association routinely files these claims, 
sometimes joined by organizations such as 
Food & Water Watch, among other 
groups. A June 2021 lawsuit filed by Food 
& Water Watch uses the D.C. Superior 
Court to take pork-producer Smithfield to 
task for workplace conditions during the 
COVID-19 pandemic in plants located in 
South Dakota and several other states (but 
not the District of Columbia).66 Another 
lawsuit filed that month, by the Berkeley, 
California-based Earth Island Institute, 
alleges that Coca-Cola cannot represent 
itself as an environmentally friendly 
company until it completely stops selling 
single-use plastic bottles.67

The second category, similar to those 
discussed earlier in this paper, aims at 
products marketed as “pure,” “natural,” 
“clean,” or just generally safe, alleging 
that tests detected traces of a harmful 
chemical or other substance. These 
lawsuits have involved decaffeinated 
coffee,68 tea,69 prenatal vitamins,70 infant 
formula,71 sandwiches,72 honey,73 pet 
food,74 and other products.75 The Clean 
Label Product Foundation and GMO Free 
USA / Toxin Free USA have brought most 
of these cases.76

There are constraints courts could use to 
curtail this litigation. One constraint is the 
statute itself. The CPPA requires courts to 
dismiss a private attorney general action if 
there is not a “sufficient nexus” between 
the organization’s mission and the 
consumer interests involved in the 
lawsuit.77 This nexus is dubious in some 
cases, such as when a group whose 
mission is to promote organic agriculture 
brings lawsuits attacking products that are 
not marketed as organic. 

Another constraint, at least for cases 
premised on an organization buying a 
product to test it, is that there must be 
some actual testing involved. For example, 
in 2019, the D.C. Superior Court considered 
a CPPA action alleging that Coca-Cola 
misled the public about the sugar content 
of its beverages and their health effects. In 
that instance, a nonprofit organization 
asserted that it had standing to bring the 
lawsuit because it purchased the products 
to “evaluate and test their purported 
qualities and characteristics.” The court, 
however, found that the organization lacked 
standing on this basis, as it had done 
nothing more than read the nutritional 
information printed on the label, and had 
not conducted any scientific or physical 
testing of the product.78

Finally, constitutional principles of standing 
allow courts to only consider cases in 
which a plaintiff alleges a concrete harm 
caused by the defendant’s conduct for 
which the court can provide redress. When 
an organization sues, it too must show an 
actual injury, such as that it had to divert 
significant resources from its programs to 
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respond to the practice at issue.79 While 
D.C.’s courts are not bound by the U.S. 
Constitution’s Article III standing 
requirements, the D.C. Court of Appeals 
has specifically ruled in the context of the 
CPPA that “this court has followed 
consistently the constitutional standing 
requirement embodied in Article III.”80 The 
District’s highest court has reaffirmed that 
principle at least three times since 2015.81 
The D.C. Council did not intend otherwise. 
When the District’s legislature amended 
the CPPA in 2012, it indicated that it 
intended only to “clarify that the CPPA 
allows for non-profit organizational standing 
to the fullest extent recognized by the D.C. 
Court of Appeals in its past and future 
decisions addressing the limits of 
constitutional standing under Article III.”82

While some D.C. Superior Court judges 
have adhered to these requirements,83 
others have taken a more relaxed approach 
to standing than federal courts or found 
that violation of a statutory right under the 
CPPA is sufficient to confer standing on an 
organization.84

It remains to be seen whether a recent U.S. 
Supreme Court ruling will alter this course. 
In June 2021, the Supreme Court 
reaffirmed that alleging a statutory violation, 
without showing concrete harm, is 
insufficient to provide a plaintiff with 
standing.85 If the District’s courts follow this 
ruling, it may curb the ability of individuals 
and organizations that have experienced no 
injury to bring CPPA claims. On the other 
hand, some experts predict that the U.S. 
Supreme Court’s latest decision could push 
more consumer litigation into state courts 

(as well as the District) if those courts allow 
individuals and organizations that would 
lack standing in federal court to pursue  
litigation elsewhere.86

Slack Fill Claims Disappeared  
as Quickly as They Came
Between 2015 and 2018, businesses, one 
after another, were hit with “slack fill 
claims.” These lawsuits alleged that 
consumers would believe, purely based on 
the size of a product’s package, that the 
item would contain more than the amount 
accurately indicated on the box or 
container. Slack fill lawsuits often targeted 
food products, such as candy, rice, pancake 
mix, and coffee drinks, but sometimes 
challenged other consumer products and 
even bottles of over-the-counter painkillers. 
Some of these lawsuits literally argued over 
how many Swedish Fish or Junior Mints 
could fit in a box.

“ The Seventh Circuit 
affirmed dismissal of a slack 
fill claim brought by two 
consumers who ‘upon 
opening their boxes of candy 
... were dismayed to find that 
the boxes were not brimming 
with goodies.’”
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FDA regulations recognize that there are 
many legitimate reasons why food 
packages contain empty space. Space may 
result from the needs of machinery or be 
included to protect the product from 
damage (think potato chips), or it can result 
from unavoidable product settling. It is only 
nonfunctional space that raises FDA 
concern.87 Slack fill class actions, however, 
often simply alleged that a percentage of a 
box or container was not full, included a 
grainy or manipulated photograph of the 
product showing the empty space, and 
asserted that consumers overpaid because 
they expected the package to be filled to 
the brim.

While slack fill claims constituted about one 
in ten food class actions between 2015 and 
2016, lawyers have filed only a handful of 
these lawsuits since 2019. Despite some 
substantial settlements,88 these cases 
dwindled largely as a result of growing 

judicial skepticism. Courts have rejected 
slack fill complaints as insufficiently 
pleaded when they contain “bare 
assertions” that space within a package is 
nonfunctional.89 Other courts have “easily 
conclude[d]” that reasonable consumers 
are not misled when the package 
accurately informs consumers of the 
amount of food inside and that no 
reasonable consumer solely relies on the 
size of a package in making purchasing 
decisions.90 Plaintiffs also face a challenge 
in showing damages. For example, the 
Seventh Circuit affirmed dismissal of a 
slack fill claim brought by two consumers 
who “upon opening their boxes of candy ... 
were dismayed to find that the boxes were 
not brimming with goodies.” The plaintiffs 
had not shown any actual loss, the court 
found. They paid for seven ounces of Mint 
Meltaways and Pixies and that is precisely 
what they received.91
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Lessons from the Appellate Courts
Since most food class actions settle without reaching a ruling on 
the merits, and these cases never go to trial, appellate court 
rulings are relatively rare. When cases do occasionally reach an 
appellate court, the decision has the potential to quash or further 
incentivize the litigation. Here are five messages recently sent by 
federal appellate courts.

Context is Crucial
Federal appellate courts overseeing three  
quarters of the nation’s food class action 
litigation—the Second and Ninth Circuits—
have rejected lawsuits alleging that 
consumers would be misled to believe that 
“diet” sodas assist in weight loss.92 “[I]n 
determining whether a reasonable 
consumer would have been misled by a 
particular advertisement, context is 
crucial.”93 In the soft drink context, the 
Second Circuit observed that “diet” is 
understood as meaning “reduced in or free 
from calories” not a “more general weight 
loss promise.”94

The Second Circuit later applied this 
principle when it affirmed the dismissal of a 
class action alleging that consumers would 
be misled to expect Dunkin’ Donuts 
breakfast sandwiches to contain the type of 
“steak” they would order at a sit-down 
restaurant. The sandwiches, advertised as 
containing Angus steak, were made of 

Angus beef patties and, as the court 
observed, the TV ads themselves marketed 
them as “grab-and-go products that can be 
consumed in-hand, without the need for a 
fork and knife.” “A reasonable consumer 
purchasing one of the products from 
Dunkin Donuts in that context would not be 
misled into thinking she was purchasing an 
‘unadulterated piece of meat.’”95 

District courts are now applying the 
“context is crucial” principle to dismiss 
cases in which a plaintiff misleadingly 
excerpts language from a company’s 
website or product’s packaging to assert 
that statement misleads consumers.96

Speculative Harms or  
Losses Are Not Enough
An Eleventh Circuit ruling is particularly 
significant for lawsuits alleging that food 
products are deceptively marketed due to 
the presence of traces of chemicals. In May 
2020, a unanimous three-judge panel 
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affirmed a trial court’s dismissal of a Florida 
lawsuit alleging that the detection of “ultra-
low levels” of glyphosate in Cheerios 
rendered the breakfast cereal unsafe to eat 
and worthless. The court reasoned that the 
plaintiff failed to show any injury because 
she had not alleged that any box she 
purchased actually contained any 
glyphosate, let alone an unsafe level. She 
had alleged only “hypothetical” harm.97

The Eleventh Circuit had earlier applied this 
principle to affirm dismissal of a food class 
action that failed to show how consumers 
lost money as a result of allegedly 
misleading marketing. The Florida lawsuit 
accused Chipotle of misleading consumers 
by advertising that it had eliminated GMOs 
from its menu. The plaintiff claimed the 
restaurant had not fully done so because 
animals used in its products may have 
eaten feed that included genetically 
modified corn and soy. But Chipotle 
charged the same amount for the chicken 
burrito she ordered before and after the 
GMO-free ads, and the plaintiff paid more 
for a comparable meal at a similar 
restaurant that did not use such marketing. 
Putting aside the question of whether the 
plaintiff was misled, the appellate court 
found that she had alleged no more than a 
speculative loss.98

Class Action Settlements  
Should Not Benefit Lawyers  
Over Consumers
Courts are increasingly skeptical of 
proposed class settlement agreements in 
which lawyers request hundreds of 
thousands or millions of dollars, while 

consumers get worthless labeling changes 
or are eligible for chump change.

In 2017, in the infamous Subway 
“footlong” sandwich class action, the 
Seventh Circuit rejected a proposed 
settlement as “no better than a racket,” 
finding that it should have been “dismissed 
out of hand” because it provided only 
“worthless benefits” to the class while 
“enrich[ing] only class counsel.”99 In that 
instance, the attorneys were slated to 
receive $520,000 in fees and the class 
representatives would get a total of $5,000. 
Consumers who bought a footlong 
sandwich that may, in some instances, 
have been less than precisely 12 inches 
would have won enhanced quality-control 
measures and a poster at each location and 
text on the company’s website warning 
them that “[d]ue to natural variations in the 
bread baking process, the size and shape of 
bread may vary.”

“ Courts are 
increasingly skeptical of 
proposed class settlement 
agreements in which 
lawyers request hundreds 
of thousands or millions of 
dollars, while consumers 
get worthless labeling 
changes or are eligible for 
chump change. ”
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The Second Circuit similarly rejected a 
proposed settlement of a lawsuit alleging 
that consumers thought they would receive 
more pasta in Barilla’s boxes. In July 2020, 
the appellate court threw out a proposed 
settlement that would have awarded 
$450,000 to attorneys. Those who were 
purportedly shortchanged on their spaghetti 
would not have been eligible for any 
compensation. Rather, the pasta-maker 
planned to change the packaging to add a 
fill line showing how much pasta is inside 
and language explaining that pasta is sold 
by weight and not by volume. These 
changes, the appellate court found, would 
provide no remedy to past purchasers, who 
now should know precisely how much 
pasta to expect if buying the product again. 
The court vacated certification of an 
injunctive class and, along with it, the 
settlement.100

Most recently, the Ninth Circuit rejected a 
proposed class settlement in a lawsuit 
alleging that Wesson Oil did not qualify as 
“100% Natural” because the product 
contains GMOs. The attorneys who 
brought that case were slated to receive 
seven times more money than the class 
members. The court’s June 2021 ruling 
found that the “gross disparity” in awarding 
the attorneys $5.85 million in fees and 
$978,671 in expenses, while 15 million 
consumers would divide $1 million among 
them, rendered the settlement not fair, 

reasonable, or adequate. The plaintiffs’ 
attorneys had attempted to justify their fee 
request in significant part on ConAgra’s 
agreement to stop using the “100% 
Natural” label on the product. The Ninth 
Circuit found this injunctive relief “virtually 
worthless,” however, since ConAgra had 
abandoned that label two years earlier and 
no longer owned the Wesson brand.101

Given these types of rulings, trial courts are 
expected to closely scrutinize class 
settlements, particularly those that provide 
consumers with no more than injunctive 
relief or where the compensation provided 
to attorneys dwarfs the amount available to 
consumers.102

Advocacy Groups Cannot Bring 
Lawsuits Simply to Achieve  
Their Political Agenda
Courts are a forum to resolve actual 
disputes and remedy actual injuries, not the 
place for advocacy groups to simply seek to 
advance their political agenda. For this 
reason, constitutional law requires 
organizations that bring consumer 
protection lawsuits to establish an injury in 
fact. That means an organization must 
show that the challenged conduct 
frustrated its mission and led it to divert 
resources to combat that conduct aside 
from litigation expenses and publicity 
associated with the suit.

“ Trial courts are expected to closely scrutinize class 
settlements, particularly those that provide consumers with no 
more than injunctive relief or where the compensation provided 
to attorneys dwarfs the amount available to consumers.”
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In a recent case, the Center for Food 
Safety and Friends of the Earth sued 
Sanderson Farms, alleging that the 
company’s chicken is not “100% natural” 
as advertised because it contains 
antibiotics. The Ninth Circuit found that the 
advocacy groups did not fulfill 
organizational standing requirements 
because the groups had long undertaken 
initiatives to reduce routine antibiotic use 
in animal agriculture. During Sanderson’s 
advertising campaign, the organization 
“simply continued doing what they were 
already doing—publishing reports on and 
informing the public of various companies’ 
antibiotic practices.” The groups took no 
specific action in response to the 
Sanderson ads until they sued. 

In March 2021, the Ninth Circuit found that 
“[a]fter nearly two years and mountains of 
discovery, the Advocacy Groups could 
meaningfully offer only a single conclusory, 
contradictory, and uncorroborated 

statement as evidence of diverted 
resources,” which was contradicted by the 
deposition testimony of the organizations’ 
own representatives.103

As advocacy groups attempt to take 
advantage of a provision in the District of 
Columbia’s expansive CPPA that 
authorizes advocacy groups to sue, and 
New York considers adopting a similar 
law, this Ninth Circuit decision is a 
reminder that there are constitutional 
constraints on organizational standing.

Courts Do Not Necessarily  
Expect Consumers to  
Read the Ingredients
Not all recent appellate decisions have 
rebuffed excessive or meritless litigation. 
Two federal appellate court rulings have 
rejected the commonsense principle that 
reasonable consumers would check the 
ingredients list if they have a question 
about a representation on the front of a 
package that is key to their decision to 
purchase the product.

A 2018 ruling by the Second Circuit in a 
case involving the labeling of Cheez-It 
crackers may be contributing to the 
proliferation of food litigation targeting 
flavoring and ingredients in New York’s 
federal courts. In that case, Cheez-It boxes 
were labeled “whole grain” or “made with 
whole grain.” A class action alleged that 
this marketing misled consumers because 
the crackers’ primary grain content is 
enriched white flour. 

The district court dismissed the case, 
observing that the boxes accurately 
displayed on the front panel the precise 

“ Two federal appellate 
court rulings have rejected 
the commonsense principle 
that reasonable consumers 
would check the ingredients 
list if they have a question 
about a representation on 
the front of a package that 
is key to their decision to 
purchase the product.”
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number of grams of whole grain per serving 
and that the ingredients list indicated the 
product contained more white flour than 
whole grain.104 The Second Court revived 
the lawsuit, however, finding that the label 
could “communicate to the reasonable 
consumer that the grain in the product is 
predominantly, if not entirely, whole 
grain.”105 Consumers cannot be expected, 
the court said, to read additional information 
on the front and side of the package, which 
would have clarified the ingredients.106

A more recent Seventh Circuit decision 
applies this principle. In that instance, a 
class action claimed that a product labeled 
“100% Grated Parmesan Cheese” 
misleads consumers when it contains an 
anti-caking ingredient that keeps the 
cheese from sticking together, as the FDA 
permits.107 One might think that a 
consumer for whom it is important to buy a 
product that is nothing-but-cheese might 
glance at the ingredients list, which would 

have indicated the anti-caking agent. The 
trial court thought so. It dismissed the case, 
finding 100% Grated Parmesan Cheese 
could mean the cheese is 100% grated, 
that the cheese is 100% parmesan, or that 
the product is 100% grated parmesan 
cheese as the FDA defines it. A reasonable 
consumer seeking clarity would read the 
ingredient label.108 

The Seventh Circuit, however, ruled that 
“[c]onsumer-protection laws do not impose 
on average consumers an obligation to 
question the labels they see and to parse 
them as lawyers might for ambiguities, 
especially in the seconds usually spent 
picking a low-cost product.”109 In other 
words, according to the Seventh Circuit’s 
ruling, if there is ambiguity regarding a food 
product’s contents, consumers are not 
expected to simply read the FDA-compliant 
ingredients list on the back of the package 
for the answer to their question.
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Legislative Developments
State legislatures can take action that reduces unwarranted food 
litigation or encourages more of these types of meritless claims.  
In recent years, states have considered both approaches.

For example, two food litigation hot spots, 
California and Missouri, have attempted to 
rein in lawsuits. In 2018, California 
responded to slack fill litigation by offering 
manufacturers options for packaging food 
products that provide a safe harbor  
from litigation.110

Even more significant are changes to the 
Missouri Merchandising Practice Act 
(MMPA), which empower courts to dismiss 
claims when reasonable consumers would 
not be misled by the advertising or practice 
at issue.111 Missouri’s 2020 legislation 
should at least give businesses a fighting 
chance of getting laughable claims 
dismissed at an early stage, reducing the 
pressure to settle meritless cases. Thus far, 
Missouri’s frequent lawsuit filers appear 
undeterred. It remains to be seen whether 
courts will properly apply the new law.112

In addition, Arkansas amended its 
Deceptive Trade Practices Act in 2017 to 

permit only individual actions, require proof 
that relying on an allegedly deceptive 
practice caused a person’s damages, and 
better define an actual financial loss.113

On the other hand, New York seems 
intent on maintaining its status as a 
magnet for food and other consumer class 
action litigation. In recent years, legislators 
have introduced a series of bills to 
purportedly “modernize” or “update” the 
state’s General Business Law, which 
serves as the basis for these claims. The 
most recent iteration would add vague 
new prohibitions to the law, increase 
minimum statutory damages 20 fold from 
$50 to $1,000 per violation, and explicitly 
authorize statutory damages in class 
actions. The bill also proposes eliminating 
the need for conduct covered by the law 
to be consumer-oriented and have a public 
impact, as New York courts have long 
required, and would extend standing to file 
lawsuits to advocacy groups.114

“ Missouri’s 2020 legislation should at least give businesses a 
fighting chance of getting laughable claims dismissed at an early 
stage, reducing the pressure to settle meritless cases.”
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Conclusion
While courts are taking an increasingly skeptical view of class actions 
targeting food and beverage labels, the number of these lawsuits keeps 
climbing. Courts and legislatures each have a role in addressing this 
excessive litigation.

Although these lawsuits often make 
absurd claims, businesses make the 
understandable judgment that it makes 
financial sense to settle cases quickly.115 
Courts are often hesitant at an early stage 
to dismiss even the most ridiculous 
assertions that food labels or marketing 
mislead consumers. As a result, the 
alternative to a prompt settlement is to 
pay far more on filing motions to dismiss, 
intrusive production of records, and 
distracting depositions of  
company executives. 

Court dockets reflect this reality. For every 
case in which a court grants a defendant’s 
motion to dismiss, about ten cases are 
“voluntarily dismissed with prejudice upon 
stipulation of the parties.” This action 
typically indicates that the parties entered a 
confidential, individual settlement. When 
there is a private settlement, the attorneys 
who filed the case are paid several 
thousand dollars, the person whose name 
appeared on the complaint as the class 
representative receives a smaller sum, and 
the consumers who were purportedly 
misled get nothing.

Continuing to litigate these claims also runs 
the risk of class certification, which 
transforms an individual lawsuit that would 
cost in the tens of thousands of dollars to 
settle into a statewide or nationwide class 
action that will require hundreds of 
thousands or millions of dollars to resolve. 

As long as businesses feel compelled to 
settle these cases, the small cadre of 
lawyers who file them will continue to shop 
for more cases and recycle meritless 
complaints. This system enriches the 
attorneys and law firms that file the cases, 

“ As long as businesses 
feel compelled to settle these 
cases, the small cadre of 
lawyers who file them will 
continue to shop for more 
cases and recycle meritless 
complaints.”
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but it wastes judicial resources, imposes 
unnecessary costs on employers (putting 
upward pressure on prices), and often 
provides no benefit to the public.

Recommendations
There are two ways to address the 
excessive litigation discussed in this paper. 
The first route is for the judiciary to dismiss 
claims that strain plausibility before the 
expense and risks of litigation pressure a 
company to settle it.116 Plaintiffs’ lawyers 
often contend that whether a product’s 
labeling or marketing would mislead a 
reasonable consumer is a question of fact 
that only a jury can decide. How a rational 
consumer would act, however, is an 
objective determination that a judge can 
decide as a matter of law in many 
instances.117 Cases asserting that 
consumers are duped into buying diet soda 
to lose weight, carrot cake donuts for the 
health benefits of vegetables, or ice cream 
for its vanilla beans, for example, should 
not survive a motion to dismiss.

Courts can facilitate dismissal of meritless 
litigation by articulating meaningful 
principles that define the reasonable 
consumer of food and beverages. A good 
start, for instance, is to recognize that a 
reasonable consumer who is particularly 
concerned about a product’s contents will 
take a moment to skim the accurate, FDA-
compliant ingredients list. Courts should 
also consistently apply the principle that 
consumers do not read words describing a 
product in isolation. Rather, they read 
statements in the context of the label, 
advertisement, or website as a whole, and 
with an understanding of food they are 
purchasing.

Another approach is for state legislatures to 
amend consumer protection laws to reduce 
the potential for abusive private litigation. 
As in Missouri, this alternative will likely 
gain momentum if the level of extortionate 
litigation continues to rise.
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